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MAIN FEATURES Certifications

CLASSIC LINE CENTRALIZED SHREDDER
(OFFICE PAPER WASTE BASKETS)

Model:  400 WB
Article Code:  99.620
EAN Code:  8 026064 996204

MADE IN ITALY

Centralized cross cut shredder designed to shred computer prints-outs documents as well as paper coming from the waste baskets of an 
entire office floor: just insert the paper into the dedicated throat or empty the waste basket into the large hopper, and the impressive 
cutting knives, which are fed through an automatic feeding system with mechanical revolving flaps, shred everything into small chips, for 
great security and bulk reduction of the shredded material. Kobra 400 WB can shred up to 48 sheets at a time, it's equipped with 24 hour 
continuous duty motor without overheating and heavy duty chain drive system with steel gears.

 ■ Automatic mechanical feeding system through revolving flaps for easy shredding of waste material contained 
in the office waste basket and emptied into the hopper

 ■ Heavy duty chain drive system with steel gears "Super Potential Power Unit"
 ■ Powerful motors: 24 hour continuous duty motors without overheating and duty cycles for continuous shreddings
 ■ Manual button for continuous shredding mode. Motor thermal protection.
 ■ Carbon hardened steel cutting knives unaffected by staples and clips
 ■ Start & stop: automatic start and stop through electronic eyes with stand-by function
 ■ Safety stop: automatically stops at bin removal and/or full waste bin
 ■ Automatic reverse in case of jamming
 ■ High quality steel cabinet mounted on casters
 ■ 53 gallon collection bag, easy to empty

CONSUMABLES: Plastic waste bags 50 pcs/box (art. code SB-30) 
- Kobra Oil 7 oz bottle (art. code SO-1032)

Just empty the waste basket into the 
hopper to shred the material.

AUTOMATIC 
MECHANICAL 
FEEDING SYSTEM 
WITH REVOLVING 
FLAPS

SUPER POTENTIAL 
POWER SYSTEM

Heavy duty chain drive with steel gears which 
offer reliability and resistance to wear.

24 hour continuous duty motor 
without overheating and duty cycles.

CONTINUOUS DUTY 
SHREDDING

Throat width: 16 inch (+ hopper)

Shred size: 1/8 x 1 1/2 inch straight cut

Security level  
ISO/IEC 21964 (DIN 66399): P-4 O-3 T-4 E-3 F-1 

Paper capacity*: up to 48 sheets

Shreddable materials: Paper, Crumpled paper, Credit cards, Credit cards 
with chip, CDs/DVDs, Floppy, Film, USB pen drive

Waste bag volume: 53 gal

Speed: 30 ft/min

Noise level: 65 dB(A)

Voltage: 115 Volt / 60 Hz

Power: 2.9 HP

Dimensions (WxDxH): 23.5 x 19 x 64.5 inch

Weight: 291 lbs - Packaging: 1 Unit per Box

Datasheet n.60 rev.1 * Capacity varies on supply power, weight, quality and grain of paper, 
operating temperature and blade lubrication.


